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HELLO LITTLES!
Happy Easter! I hope everyone is having a relaxing
holiday weekend and enjoying this lovely spring weather.
CHANGING BEHAVIOURS USING REINFORCEMENT
Following up on last week’s strategy of using
replacement behaviours, I have included a helpful link to
a video that explains two connecting strategies really
well. These strategies are Diﬀerential Reinforcement of
Alternative Behaviours (DRA) and Diﬀerential
Reinforcement of Other Behaviours (DRO). These two
methods of reinforcement help to instil replacement
behaviours in a child’s life by:
• giving high levels of praise to the alternative
behaviour or other behaviours
• not giving attention to the behaviour you are trying
to replace
DRA is the reinforcement of a desired alternative
behaviour and only this specific behaviour. When using
DRA we put the negative behaviour on extinction while
only giving reinforcement or attention to the desired
alternative. For example, if a child is putting non-food items in their mouth, you block the attempt and
hand them a chewy toy and give high praise when they use the chewy.
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DRO is reinforcing every behaviour that's not the undesired or negative behaviour. DRO is usually used
alongside a time interval in order to reinforce the child over equal intervals in which the behaviour is not
displayed. For example, if a child frequently blurts out, we can set a two-minute interval in which the child
will receive high levels of reinforcement for not blurting out during that time.
IN OTHER NEWS
Littles online group didn’t run this week due to the Easter Break. I look forward to seeing everyone back
online on the 9th. If you have any questions or concerns about programming or scheduling please let me
know and we can work on making things better for you.

REINFORCING REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR: DRA AND DRO
LEARN BEHAVIORAL

HELPFUL
R E S O U RC E S
youtube.com/watch?v=eBZWko0acRk&t=25s

WHEN NO ONE IS WATCHING
KLICK

youtube.com/watch?v=ET4B3UfWrYY
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